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Monark Insurance
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Great Western Bank

Anspach's Jewelry
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WOW Museum (9)
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TruDesign (3)
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Tara Cluck Dance Center (16)
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(7) William Oliver's

(2) Realty Ventures
(2) Black Diamond

Ras Kassa's (2)



Lafayette’s 7th Annual Window Painting Contest 
2017:  The Winners 

 
Kindergarten & 1st Grade 
1st Place:  Audrey Good, Chase Bank #8.1 
This piece evokes all the emotion associated with the fall season and Halloween.  Impressive use of color, especially the gradation of the orange.  The use of 
dark silhouettes actually draws you into the piece.  There is a sense of perspective created by the use of “flying birds” in the background.  Overall, an 
exceptional job well done! 
2nd Place:  Molly Sessions, Senior Center #65.2 
This piece shows an eye for details.  A nice color palette that shows well-defined pumpkins with the inclusion of vines, grass, and a beautiful blue color to 
convey the night time sky. 
3rd Place:  Ginger Ellis, Community Holistic #37.1 
This piece is very creative with dimensional layers from a castle, pumpkins, ghosts, bats, and a cat that allows for a nice perspective.  The choice of blue for 
the sky nicely conveys a feeling of movement. 
 
2nd Grade 
1st Place:  Mazzie Launder, Tara Cluck Dance #57.3 
This artwork shows a wonderful use of color blending for the background.  You can tell so much time went into all of the detail work throughout the house.  
There is also a great sense of humor used in the whole piece that makes me smile just looking at it!  
2nd Place:  Ellis Pangilinan, A Mom's Space #58.1 
The brushwork in this piece really makes it stand out.  It has such a quality of movement in the background and clouds.  The face of the statue of liberty is 
expressive and very uniquely fitting to the holiday and season. 
3rd Place:  Gina Gale, Excello Pet Pantry #52.2 
This piece is very neatly done and has obvious care put into it.  All of the details in the pumpkins and barn look so well done!  
Honorable Mention:  Kieran Campbell, Starkey Building #31.1  
The inclusion of a fun and unique topic helps this piece stand out.  The two fencers are very well drawn with correct and clear posture.  
 
3rd Grade & 4th Grade 
1st Place:  Surabhi Gokul, Tara Cluck Dance #57.11  
The color palate is bright and cheery but still feels like fall.  It has a distinct style, and the use of swirls and dots is unique.  The yellow used to highlight the 
bark of the tree makes the painting seem cheerful and contributes to the feel of the piece overall. 
2nd Place:  Auria Muller, Tara Cluck Dance #57.9 
Good use of color and contrast.  The background gradient going from yellow to orange to red strikes a good balance between the black and red of the witch 
and her cauldron in the foreground. 
3rd Place:  Pedro Sierra, Police Station #1.6 
This piece has a cohesive color scheme with a number of muted colors that work together well and add to the feel of the painting.  Color accenting in the sky 
background make the clouds look like they are being lit from beneath, and the ghosts in the windows make for an interesting centerpiece. 
Honorable Mention:  Neva Joseph, Tara Cluck Dance #57.1  
Nice use of contrast and line thickness.  Using black to line the tree allows the branches to stand out against the red background, and the subtle color 
variation on the bark adds to the realism of the tree. 
 
5th Grade & 6th Grade 
1st Place:  Abbey Brende, TruDesign #64.1 
This painting has everything that perfectly exemplifies the mood of the Halloween season:  a pumpkin patch, bunches of swirling ghosts above it, and a giant, 
bright moon in the back to contrast the dark imagery.  The slightly greener vines are a nice touch!  Straightforward but well-executed. 
2nd Place:  Josephine Briggs, Pioneer #3.4 
Excellent inspiration from one’s own environment:  something all Lafayette citizens can recognize and is something wholly our own.  Also, it’s charmingly 
autumnal while using just soft dabs of warm colors to signify the changing leaves of the season. 
3rd Place:  Elizabeth Coyle, Klose Training #30.5 
This unique skeleton woman—in the style of Day of the Dead imagery—shows incredible ambition.  Skeletons are difficult, but this lovely woman is not 
only recognizable as a skeleton, but is also incredibly endearing!  Her sweet smile against the pale pink background and her flower crown decorating her 
head makes a simple icon of the season—a skeleton—into a character entirely her own. 
Honorable Mention:  Shannon Moses, Law Office of Catherine Brown #9.1 
Beautiful piece of work.  Composition is well done and evokes a sense of calmness.  It’s reminiscent of nights walking along the park admiring the quiet 
beauty of the fall season.  The lamps and grass are incredibly well done. 
 
7th Grade, 8th Grade, 9th Grade & 10th Grade 
1st Place:  Owyn Wyatt, Lafayette Florist #43.6 
Skeleton with long hair, radio-active symbol in lower left, Blue and white background – Love the colors, energy, and movement in this image.  The skeleton 
is well done – and very spooky! The swirls of color emanating from the radio-active box increase the sense of fear for the viewer.  What nasty stuff is being 
released?  Scary!  
2nd Place:  Maya Walton, Anspach’s Jewelry #15.1  
Three pumpkins, Happy Halloween text, gold dots – I chose this one for its painterly execution, bold graphic design, and the dots that add some nice color 
contrast.  The design is very professional looking! 
3rd Place:  Roxy Poppick, Chase Bank #8.6  
Great use of color and details to create a spooky mood.  The pointy-topped gate, the path disappearing into the distance, the scattered about leaves, and the 
use of light and shadow come together to create a sense of mystery and curiosity. What is down the path?  Do you dare to open the gate and find out? 
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